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Time: 7:00 A.M PST Californio Original

Date: 6/28/2020

Alert Red Emergency

Red Letter
Attention:  Interpol International, Whitehouse in Washington D.C. America, Illinois State Capital
America, New Zealand Auckland Hospital/Court, all at temporary named status.

Dear Mr. Trump and International Interpol,

It is my concern about Hoanoi John Wanoa’s well-being as a Senor Elderly Sovereign Native Integral
that lives in New Zealand, is being injected by needle harmful drugs and making him shake, trembling
tremendously. As me the Ambassador and Private Contract Sheriff to New Zealand Federal Dual State,
Secretary and other Positions. I am ordering for the British Navy or American Navy to Act now upon my
Orders, to close down that Hospital and Hospital Court, and all other Unlawful Courts dealing in deceit
and fraud against all humanity, scaling debt based slavery entrapment by the shameful acts in the
current computing system. Systematically capturing the vessel body of people and making fraud money
off of them in various ways. This is now going to stop Worldwide Starting in America and New Zealand,
Via, U.K. Great Britain. Dr.  Mohammad is the ordering Doctor to John Wanoa for the lethal injections
basically of rat poison. Just because the hidden agenda of these people at the Hospitals and fraud Courts
have been doing this upon the ignorance to and from the peoples does not give anyone at either of
these Private Company Establishments Private Corporations but tricked into giving public services by
their policy’s by Nazi driven agendas is totally High Crimes and some misdemeanors in the High Court of
Admiralty and Native Magistrate Court, in New Zealand and Massachusetts in America, via U.K. United
Kingdom, Ireland and other Places around the world.

“POLICY” IS POLLAND “POLIZE CITY” NAZI DRIVEN THROUGH OUT THE WORLD.

It is time to end this in all Corporate Companies here and now.

I am Calling Worldwide for an Indictment and Arrest to stand Trial for these Public Fraud Officials in
Private or Corporate capacity as of this Statement and Order of Red Letter to all Lawful “Rule of Law” in
which was made by Great Britain, as I King Arthur 1rst modern Day, aka Sheriff Daryl Arthur Payan 1rst,
over all law enforcement agencies, departments, or abc lettered agencies via private companies, acting
on behalf of the people as servants, and this will soon become obsolete under the “Rule of law” of

Andy Devine
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contrived of power and enslavement against the people for many decades will and can no longer to
both. Under the common law, basic understanding of good or bad, is at hand. There are witnesses
including myself and others that saw on video when the private Hospital police captured John Wanoa at
the library, and took him into the back door of the hospital and detained him for weeks under the
mental health act, private company actors with a Court inside of the hospital. John Wanoa of the highest
regard as Surrogate King Williams 4th is in immediate need of attention to be released of any hospital
care of the Dr. or Hospital or Court of Fraud acting as a real Common Law Jurisdiction, under the Kings
Bench Court Martial Law/ Magistrate Court of Equity. Mr. Trump you have the 8 Point Star St. Patrick’s
Flag of Jurisdiction Internationally, and are bound to act upon this matter through any means including
Interpol and Armed Military forces in the Alliance. Any auto-responder from the Whitehouse email will
confirm that you will act swiftly, and no email reply will still give consent as the same, and will and can
be liable of this Order Charge. John Wanoa shall be compensated to all of this harm by the Court ,
Hospital and Dr’s and Nurses and all staff each and every one of them carrying on with these actions,
and to all others treated in the same fashion to people of any surgeries not needed as well, Globally.

The holographic med beds are to be installed right away in New Zealand for John Wanoa’s access for
healing from the harm perpetrated on his Vessel Body and Mind, and any others free of Charge.

Warning if this is not handled as Ordered all Private Agreements Internationally using the Flag are Null
and Void you’ve made with all 209 Plus Countries Governments, since you have been in the lime light,
okay Mr. Donald John Trump? Also to stand down. I thank you for your patronage getting the
Nesara/Gesara done with the Alliance, however, speediest action is now at hand.

This is a Official Order and to Diplomatically or by Force to resolve this issue Worldwide Now starting
in Auckland New Zealand.  24 hours to Respond and act.

Good Day,

King Arthur I/ Daryl Arthur Payan I,

___________________________________________________________________________


